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President’s Corner

by Sue Spaid

These are challenging times we are living in. I hope everyone reading this
newsletter is safe and well. I hope your families and friends are all well too.
The folks at NBRAN are very glad to be running transports again so we can
move dogs to their forever homes and foster homes. We did what we felt
was the right thing and held off on transports for over a month. We wanted
to be good citizens and try to adhere to the different state requests to social
distance and avoid contact with other people if not necessary. Our board
felt that was the right thing to do. BUT we are up and running once again
and we thank everyone who is stepping up to drive and to help.
While we were dealing with the Corona Virus pandemic, our creative coordinators found ways to do home visits
virtually. They came up with some pretty ingenious ways to get home visits done. I applaud our folks on the front
lines who never stopped working to save our pups.
I also want to applaud the coordinators and directors that continued to save dogs during this challenging time. We
had folks who arranged to move a dog out of a shelter to a foster or boarding, take in owner surrenders and other
lifesaving activities. Many of our folks did these things themselves instead of involving another volunteer. Thank you
folks for continuing on with NBRAN’s mission in a very difficult setting.
I also need to shout out to the terrific veterinarians who continued to practice, albeit using curbside pick-up, to take
care of our pups who needed a vet. We had Harp, a 13 year old who ended up at the local shelter when his owner
passed away after a long illness. A shelter is no place for a Brittany, much less a 13 year old but fortunately we got him
out of the shelter and into a wonderful foster home. He had some health issues and the most significant was a 2.5 lb.
fatty tumor on his side. The vet operated and Harp is now doing well in his foster home. He is happy and healthy.
Then we had the other extreme…puppy curiosity gone bad. Rover was one of three puppies our foster was taking
care of. One night he got very sick and his foster mom knew something was wrong.
Off the ER vet they went. Due to social distancing, Rover's foster mom was not
Inside This Issue
allowed into the clinic and sat in her car outside for THREE hours waiting for some
news on Rover. It seems Rover ingested a crafting needle! The vet found it on an X 2-17 Readers’ Letters & Pictures
-ray and was able to remove the needle before it did serious damage. Rover
18-19 Adoptions
recovered and went to his new home a couple weeks ago.
20-22 Rainbow Bridge
As president of NBRAN, I am so proud of all the folks associated with this
organization. Our board who made some tough decisions during this crisis, our
23
Coordinator &
coordinators who never stopped working and found new ways to do rescue, our
Volunteer of the Quarter
amazing foster homes who did not miss a beat with our dogs and dealt with the
24
Directory of Officers/Stats
curb side veterinarian issues, our volunteers who kept in touch and offered help,
our drivers who kept on standby waiting for us to start moving dogs again and our
veterinarians who didn’t close but stayed open to care for pets in need. Thank you
everyone for your unwavering support.
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What’s in a name? Hard Hunter. Cuddle Bunny
by Linda Joyce
A phone call came from NBRAN. “He’s a nice looking dog, average size, and hyper even for a Brittany.”
That’s Jake backstory.
We drove from Atlanta to Chattanooga in early May 2019 to pick him up.
Truth told, Jake is gorgeous, a tad shorter than our last two American Brittanies, and at about two-years old, compared to
our nine-month old French Brittany, Max, he’s calm. It’s true. A calm Brittany. Especially so with his newly acquired black and
white roan, puppy brother still learning manners. The boys bonded immediately.
If you ask my husband about this orange-and-white, strong-as-a tank dog, he’ll describe Jake as well behaved, affectionate,
and smart. A jackpot combo for our family. Jake’s sunniness shined on us at a when we were drenched in grief.
Jake is a traveling dude. With us, he’s been from Georgia to Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, North and South
Carolina, and Florida. He loves to ride. Though, he prefers the front seat to the back, where he and Max have their own
Tempur Pedic mattress and toys. If allowed, Jake would drive. Even if someone already occupies the driver’s seat.
We believe Jake deserves the same opportunities as Max. They went to bird-dog camp in North Carolina at Lost Highway
Kennels to be trained by Grayson Guyer, a dog guru and UKC field trial judge. Our boys deserve the best chance to hone their
natural ability and enjoy what their DNA has gifted to them. Our suburban neighborhood is sub-par training ground. Even
now, when we play fetch in the backyard, I holler, “Dead bird. Fetch the dead bird,” when I want them to retrieve the tennis
ball. I think the neighbors have gotten used to it. I hope.
It grieved me terribly to be away from Jake and Max, however, we visited them at camp frequently.
Nine months after Jake joined our family, we registered him with the UKC. That requires an official name. In reading a list of
champions, dog names range from a mouthful to risqué.
What’s in a name? The author in me wanted something that evoked emotion. My husband hard-no vetoed Cuddle Bug.
Who wouldn’t melt over a name like that? I vetoed Hard Hunter. No. And no.
Three days later. Three hundred suggestions later. Finally, we reached consensus: D&L’s Southern Comfort Jake.
With an official name, we applied to the UKC for a TL (Temporary Listing) Number so Jake could compete in the UKC Club
Epanuel Breton-Georgia field trial event in January 2020.
Jake did not disappoint. He was so excited to find birds. He received his TAN designation, which is part of his permanent
record and means he demonstrated he has natural abilities for hunting. Proud and happy doesn’t begin to capture the thrill
of watching him do what comes naturally to him.
That’s right. Jake, an NBRAN rescue officially registered with the UKC, will continue to train, compete in field trials, and go on
family hunting trips. He loves finding birds. He loves playing fetch. He loves cuddles on the couch. This smart, spunky, two-ish
year-old Brittany owns our hearts.
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Hunter Update
My name is Chad Godfrey and we just got our new pup, Hunter,
on 5/2/2020 after a trip on the Canine Railroad from TN to
Northern VA. He is a 3.5 year old male and is exactly what we were
looking for. After months of searching and nailing down the breed,
we were connected with NBRAN and had nothing but top notch
customer service. You can tell they know and care about these dogs
and want them to be in the best home!
Anyway, Hunter is so smart, full of energy, and settling in so well
at the house. He enjoys lots of walks, fetch, and napping. Here are
some photos for you to share!
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Why Adopt a Rescue Dog?
By Paula Sunderman

I have recently (Feb. 2020) adopted my second rescue dog (NBRAN)
because my experiences with rescue dogs have convinced me that rescue
dogs make wonderful pets. Let me tell you about my current rescue dog,
Buhler.
After the death of my previous rescue dog, a Rottweiler, I wanted to get
another rescue dog, but a smaller one. I have a friend who has several
rescue Brittanies and after playing with hers, I was convinced this would
be the dog for me and Steve. After applying to NBRAN and talking with
the wonderful coordinators, I passed the home visit and vet check.. Then,
after looking at photos of dogs for adoption, I decided that Buhler, a 30-lb.
French Brittany Spaniel, was the right choice. His elegant tri-colored coat
and his beautiful amber eyes attracted me as soon as I saw his photo.
After a long and very helpful conversation with the great foster mother of
Buhler, I applied for him. He entered our lives on Feb. 9th, thanks to all the volunteers who transported him
to us. He has brought us so much joy and happiness that we cannot imagine life without him.
Of course, he did not know us upon his arrival. He was friendly but a bit reserved. When he entered our
home, he promptly ran through the house, knocking over objects that I had forgotten to put up. He also
was not completely housebroken, so for the first three weeks he wore belly bands (diapers). Were there a
few accidents? Yes, but he is very smart and learned very quickly to sit by the back door to notify us he
needed to go out. Because he is a bird dog, he learned that the yard was full of birds that he could stalk,
much to the scolding of the woodpecker that had to learn to share the yard. Did he dig? Yes, but we
fenced in the garden and plants, so now he simply runs around the yard, often doing the zoomies (a tight
circular running for about 1-2 minutes). All of these are Brittany traits, as I learned from his foster mother,
my friend, and reading books about training. From the time he gets up in the morning, he is our Velcro dog.
He loves to be cuddled and, at night, his favorite activity is to get up on the couch (covered with a sheet) as
we watch T.V. and put his head in one of our laps. He gives us so much love and affection and, each day,
we have watched him settle in and learn that he is in his forever home. We know that as a rescue dog he
has separation anxiety, so we try to keep him close to us.
According to his foster mom, he wanted to be an only dog, and he is. He has lots of toys and has learned
that green chewies that help keep teeth clean are also a great treat. A Kong toy filled with peanut butter is
another treat worth pushing all over the kitchen floor to extract the filling. And when he does his duties
outside, he is brought in and given a few pieces of his kibble. The first two weeks, he was exploring the
house and yard and learning where things were such as his food and water dishes, his toys, where he would
sleep (he is crated at night and sleeps next to Steve), and what he should not do (jump on beds or surf
counters). The breakthrough came in the second month when he started to assert to other dogs and
people walking on the sidewalk by the house that this is his house and his yard. He barked, he ran along
the fence and he made his presence known, even to the Great Dane in the neighborhood!
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We did some training on our own, but once he can join an
obedience class and be with other dogs, he will. Some of
the great tips that a friend who has rescue Brittanies gave
me was to fasten a light 50-foot training leash to his
harness so that he can be retrieved if he doesn’t come to
us. She also told us about the vet recommended harness
that keeps him from pulling when he is on a leash.
Although he is only 30 lbs., he has strong and very
muscular hind legs and can pull quite a bit. The foster
mom told us that if he gets enough exercise, he will calm
down and rest in the house. So we let him run in the yard
under our supervision, and then he goes to sleep when we
bring him in. If we are in the kitchen, his favorite place to
snooze is under the table. Otherwise, if we are in another
room, we put down a sheet for him to lie on. And he has a
very cute way to let us know it is time for him to eat. He goes to the aluminum can that holds the kibble,
sits next to it, and turns his head toward the can. What a smart boy!
The funniest thing he does besides invite us to play with him (we are not fast enough) is to grab his sheet
with his teeth and front paws and wind it round and round until he has a puffed up bed. He reminds us of
the Princess and the pea fairy tale. Why not get him a bed? Well, he is still in the chewy stage, so a bed
would not last very long. Once this phase is over, we will get him one.
We now better understand his motions and his movements, and I think he “reads” us very well. It’s a new
experience to have a French Brittany, but we wouldn’t change it for the world. And the NBRAN volunteers
are wonderful to work with; they made the adoption process very smooth, and I still keep them informed
of his progress with photos and emails. If I had one piece of advice for my readers: please adopt one of
these great NBRAN dogs; they will bring unlimited joy to your life.
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Why I Foster
By Vivian Stevenson

Many times people ask me why I foster dogs and
how can I give them up. When I think about that,
Dexter always comes to mind. He was 10 years
old and a blind Brittany. He had been designated
as unadoptable by the shelter and placed on the
euthanize list. Well, Dexter was a Brittany and
NBRAN doesn’t believe in unadoptable. As a
foster, Dexter pushed me out of my comfort zone
because I had never fostered a blind dog, but with
the help of my coordinator, Gaye Bricker, and a
blind dog rescue who gave me tips on how to help
him, I learned a lot from Dexter, especially about
senior and special needs dogs. They have so much
to give. Well, in 2014, Dexter was adopted to a
wonderful family with lots of experience in special needs. He was loved and cared for as I
received updates and pictures.
Well, This week I received the email no foster wants to get. Dexter had crossed over the bridge
at 16 years old. Here is the email I received,
--------------------------Hello Vivian.
We adopted Dexter back in 2014.
I’ve been meaning to contact you. We had to have Dexter put down on Valentines Day this year. He
was obviously older and just started having breathing issues one day and we didn’t want to prolong his
struggle.
He was an awesome dog and his presence is missed terribly in our home. After he was put down we
brought him back home to show our dogs and they all encircled him on the floor and just sat with him for
a bit. Our blind & deaf Great Dane laid down right next to him. It was so touching.
Here are some of the last photos we took of him.
Thank you for fostering him. He taught us so much along the way.
God bless you!
Lori
--------------------------I’ll never forget Dexter just like I don’t forget any of my
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fosters. My heart was broken because he was like my own
but I knew he was loved to the very last breath. Fostering
isn’t easy, but it’s worth every tear I shed for them along the
way. Also let me give you a piece of advice, don’t read your
emails while waiting in the drive thru. It’s hard for them to
understand your order through your sobs. Fostering is best
thing you can ever do. You will be blessed by everyone you
give your heart to as you prepare them go move on to their
furever home.
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LuLu Rose
By Mike Cavanaugh
I was lucky enough to be chosen to adopt LuLu
Rose in Late March of 2019. She came to me having just had round
worms and weighing is very skinny 26-27 pounds. She was only 11
months old and still very full of puppy! We got her bulked up to
about 30 pounds and she was loving life with her Brittany Brother
Cooper (not adopted).
Unfortunately in early June she came down with a UTI. Upon doing
bloodwork her doctor noticed she had some abnormally high liver
numbers. On our follow up visit the liver numbers were significantly higher, along with some
signs of jaundice and she wasn’t eating. We quickly got her an appointment for a liver biopsy
upon realizing she had liver disease. She spent 3 nights at the vet after getting a liver biopsy
done to get her nutrient levels back and try to curve her liver numbers back down. Thanks to
many donors and some further help from NBRAN and some of its great volunteers, we were
able to pay for a huge chunk of the veterinary bills through a Go Fund Me page. We got an
appointment at Tuft’s Cummings School of Medicine and spent about 3 hours with a young
doctor there who laid out a plan of treatment over the next number of months.
She lived a great summer doing well on her medications and special diet. We went on many
trips on the boat fishing, many cookouts, and lots of enjoying the sun! After months of weekly
blood tests, and medication LuLu gained 5 pounds back and was thriving. As of January 2020
her 7 month scare of fighting the bad liver, she finally got consistently normal blood tests and
the doctors cleared her to eat normal food and weaned off the medication!
She is now at a very healthy 32 pounds and is living her best life as a 2 year old healthy girl! She
came to me as a somewhat frightened little girl who hated to go for car rides, was skinny, and
just looking for a place to call home. Now one of her favorite things is to go for car rides! She
also enjoys boating, going for walks in the woods, barking at the cows at the farm, playing fetch
with the ball, wrestling with her fur brother Cooper, and one of her new favorites is snuggling!
She is very thankful NBRAN was there for her and that her
foster family (who recently visited her) was there to take her
in in her time of need! She’s so happy to be living her best
life in her fur-ever
home!
Thanks so much,
Mike Cavanaugh
And LuLu Rose and
Cooper from Rhode
Island
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Duke was meant to be!
By Jennifer VanTol
We adopted Duke (liver & white) from NBRAN 3
years ago and as soon as we brought him home, he
and Remington (orange & white) have been the best
of buddies through adventures and lots of cuddles!
We weren't looking for another dog. We were on our
second beautiful orange & white Brittany (our first
family for member, Ollie was with us the first 12 years
of my boy’s life). Remington was 2 years old with lots
of energy that our elderly rat terrier couldn't stand.
So we already had two dogs and a cat. My cousin,
and fellow Brittany lover, had asked me to add
NBRAN to my Facebook in case we could help with
transports; I had no intention to adopt. But as I scrolled Facebook one morning, there was Duke's
beautiful face and I knew we had to have him. Not sure what was in his eyes that made me call my
husband after I submitted the initial request for information, but I was smitten. Upon first
interviews I was told that he was on his 3rd home because he was aggressive, which was a deal
breaker for me (as we had foster girls ages 4 & 5)... but I kept asking questions... and we just had
to meet him (from Michigan to Kentucky). We brought him home after all paperwork completed
and I was so nervous for him to meet Remington. However, Remington decided that he also
thought Duke belonged in our home and they have been the best of buddies from the start. The
picture of Duke by himself is the one that stole my heart and lead to adoption of the perfect
addition to our family. And by the way, Duke has never displayed aggression in our home!
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Callie & Skylar
These are our sweet babies, Callie (front) who came to us from her foster mom's house
from Kentucky to Houston from NBRAN and Skylar (back) who came to us from a shelter in
Huntsville, Texas. I was so impressed with the organization that I became the Texas
Coordinator for approximately three years. While being a coordinator I was contacted by a
shelter in Huntsville, Texas to rescue a Brittany as they were going to put her down so we
went to pick her up in hopes of finding a foster until we secure an adoption for her
(Skylar). When bringing Skylar home she immediately bonded with my husband and I and
baby Callie. There was no question that we had to adopt Skylar as well. They are the
sweetest, smartest, adorable and so attached to each other. We are so grateful to NBRAN
that they have brought these two Angel babies in our lives. I have since left my
position with NBRAN as I was diagnosed with Cancer and didn't have the time to dedicate
to those activties. I am currently cancer free and now retired and am looking to devote
some time in the near future with NBRAN as this organization and its volunteers are so
dedicated to taking care of the welfare of these babies.
Diana Hunter
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I wanted to take a moment to recognize the anniversary of our adopting our beautiful
Brittany girl Gracie formerly (Jasmine Skye) 3 years ago last month. She has turned out to be
the “Life Of The Party”. We have had many Brittanies over roughly 40 years and she is the
happiest little thing we’ve ever had, her tail wags constantly. She has become the best buddy
of our 8 year old Molly, I just don’t know what they would do without one another.
She has turned out to be an excellent hunter and with her partner Molly not many birds
escape their skills. I just wanted you to know what a great family member she has become
and we pray for many healthy and happy years for her.
Thank you for bringing her to us.
Larry Duane, Colorado
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Amazing Jack
Hi! I'm Jennifer Kostlan! We have fostered 5 dogs for NBRAN over the past year and a half. My husband
said we would foster Brittanies because "we wouldn't ever adopt one, we will get another pound puppy."
Then comes our last foster Jack. Jack was found roaming on someone's property about an hour and a half
north of Charlotte, NC. The good people posted several pictures and reached out to vets to see if he was
anyone's dog. He was not chipped not did he have a collar. I picked him up and brought him home. This
scared little guy immediately connected with my 3 kids. He got along wonderfully with my 2 dogs, Rex
and Mitzi. He was with us almost one month when we lost our little guy Rex (he was 1 as well) to heart
failure that he was born with. That day was so hard on the whole family, especially our son, who picked
out Rex when he was a puppy. That afternoon, there was a change in Jack. He became the
comforter, the dog who would not leave your side. The calm, snuggle bug who knew what you needed.
After a few days, my husband asked what I thought about "foster-failing" Jack. I started to cry. I told him
we needed to talk to the of course, said yes. Somehow, this dog came into our lives at the exact right
time. He has brought us so much joy. He is such an amazing addition to our family. Not only did he help
us heal, but he helped my 13 year old dog heal from losing another dog. He saved her. We are forever
grateful for all that NBRAN does, especially for
bringing Jack into our lives!
The Kostlans
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We adopted Bella when we were living in Charlotte, NC back in August 2015 - her 5-year gotcha day with
us is coming up on August 1st! She turns 11 years old next month and hasn't slowed down a bit. We
moved to Durham, NC three years ago but in a couple of months are moving back to Charlotte to
hopefully settle permanently and are excited to bring Bella back to where we first met her. She has
significantly improved our lives. We're forever grateful to NBRAN for bringing her to us.
Brendan Kleiboer
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Leslie Trenta found Thunder for us and coordinated the adoption in October 2017. Our lives have been forever changed by
this lovable furball! Our son, Timothy, finished the 5th grade last month and he had to do a presentation on his favorite dog
breed. He made the obvious choice starring our NBRAN baby, Thunder! Thanks so much.
Regards, Relenee Vencill
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Photo Gallery
Chance, formerly Grant, was adopted from Virginia last July. He is
the most affectionate dog we have ever had and we could not love
him more.
Nancy Dunn

Quincy smelling flowers

Blue, our foster last June and my
dog, Bayle, the orange and white
Brittany. Blue was adopted last
summer and his name was changed
to Murphy.
D. Edwards
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Photo Gallery
This is Quincy, she was rescued off of
Craigslist by NBRAN. We fostered her in
September of 2019 and adopted her
January of 2020. She is a very sweet,
loving, shy American Brittany. She is 3
1/2 years young. She is a new member
of The Edwards Family.
D. Edwards

Since the shut down, I’ve had two Brits clinging to me. I call
this picture “I have no privacy”. I love my boys dearly. Both
NBRAN adoptees. Zeus is somewhere around 12 now. So hard
to believe!
Cheri Hoffman

These 3 NBRAN rescues are so different besides their color. Older Brown
girl rules, Black understands that, and much younger Orange learning it. It
makes me laugh.
Mike with Addisson, Shadow and old Lexi
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Photo Gallery

Blue Moon Batdorf, an adoption from the F Troop through NBRAN
and a black and white foster we overnighted and helped transport.
Blue is now 5 years old.

My name is Jerry Kingery in Iowa, this is
our pack ( large to small) Tucker,
Sammie, Macy.
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Adoptions this quarter

Amber

Amy

Arlo

Beau

Bella

Bella

Bree

Buster

Cali

Caramel

Chance

Charlie

Chloe

Colt

Cooper

Copper

Crosby

Dozer

Gunner

Hal

Harp

Holly

Iris

Ivy

Jack

Jack

Jake

Jax
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Adoptions this quarter

Jimbo

Jobie

Lucy

Mack

Macy

Major

Max

Moose

Mya

Oakley

Pete

Remy

Rocky

Odie

Kelly

Lady

Rocky

Roscoe

Sadie Mae

Shane

Tess

Tigger

Toby Too

Tramp

Tucker

Willow

Willow
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In Memory at the Rainbow Bridge
"Bandit crossed the Rainbow Bridge unexpectedly on 4/21/20. Bandit
was one of the quirkiest pups you'd ever meet. While not "officially"
diagnosed we were pretty certain Bandit was autistic. He had his
routines and rarely deviated from them. For the longest time Bandit
lived in our dining room. He ate there, slept there and would leave
the room the same way (over the couch) every
time. We took him to a 2 week board and train.
We informed the trainers of our suspicions
and they were skeptical to say the least. We
visited after the first week and they agreed that he
was indeed special. They likened him to Drew
Barrymore in 50 First Dates. He would excel at training and then
the next day they had to start all over. He would enter a room with
his goofy trot and his head held high, looking around as if to ask
"Who are you people and what's going on in here?" He brought us
laughter every day and filled our hearts with love! We miss him very
much!" Jeff Evans

Miss Britt Britt shown with her Mom Erin.
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In Memory at the Rainbow Bridge

Our little girl, Mya, passed away on May 3, 2020.
She was such a lively girl. One of her favorite things to do
was to bring a stick and play "try to catch me", with it. We
saved her from an early death through an adoption at
Shebang's Rescue in Rockport, IN.
Mya had us wrapped around her dew claw for 10 years.
Sadly, she succumbed to IMHA. It was sad, but she died in
our living room on Sunday night at 9:25 p.m.
She is missed by my husband, Paul, her feline sister, Mojo
Kitty and me.
Deb

I wanted to let you know that Bonner, adopted
10 years ago in MI had to be put down at the
end of Feb. He survived stomach cancer last
summer but it came back strong. He gave our
family so much happiness for 10 years. We miss
him dearly.
Kristin Miller
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In Memory at the Rainbow Bridge

This is our sweet girl, Remy. We adopted her 12 years ago and sadly let her cross the rainbow bridge just
before Christmas. She was the sweetest and most loyal dog ever.
Lauren Hillis
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Volunteer of the Quarter
Volunteer of the Quarter
The Board selected Jennifer and Christopher Whitfield as Volunteers of the
Quarter. Colorado Coordinator Lora Smith met Jennifer at a Petco fundraiser
event 4 years ago. Jennifer walked up to the NBRAN booth and said, "hey I used
to own Brittany!" Lora had her fill out a volunteer application on the spot, and
she and her husband, Christopher and daughter, Brittany, have been a vital part of
the Colorado volunteer team ever since. Jennifer is a vet tech and is a wealth of
knowledge for Lora concerning health issues with all the Colorado fosters.
Christopher works from home and is a dedicated foster dad for the dogs needing
that one on one attention. Jennifer and Christopher have fostered over 25 dogs
for Lora since they started 6 years ago. They have successfully completed many basic obedience classes with difficult, shy,
and reactive dogs. They are truly dog whisperers. The Whitfield's are Lora's "go to" for medical surgeries, dreaded
heartworm treatment and rehabilitation. They have even opened their home to recovered parvo puppies. They are
amazing volunteers and not only are they volunteers, they are adopters and regularly transport for the canine railroad.
Lora considers them part of her family and is beyond grateful for all of their dedication to the breed, NBRAN and most of all,
the Colorado team. Congratulations to Jennifer and Christopher (and daughter Brittany) Whitfield, June Volunteers of the
Quarter!

——————————————————————————————————————————————————-

Coordinator of the Quarter
Our coordinator of the quarter is Julia Baker Bell. Julia lives in Olive Branch
Mississippi with her 3 dogs, an opinionated cat, and husband Claude. Julia is a
very talented artist and president Susan Spaid owns one of Julia’s paintings
and LOVES it. Julia does the coordination of our Pet Finder application and
makes sure that the data coming from Rescue Groups (our data management
program) links up correctly to populate Pet Finder. Julia has been in the
rescue world for many years. She has fostered for us and other groups in the
past. She now has a senior pup that just does not deal with the stress of a
new dog, so she is taking some time off fostering. She has been involved with
her local shelters as well as ESRA and other national rescues. Julia does home
visits and shelter pulls for us and other rescues. She is administrator of the Friends of Olive Branch Animal
Shelter Facebook page. Everyone knows how effective sharing an animal can be, and that is what Julia does on
this page. She shares the pets at the Olive Branch shelter and also shares when other local shelters are at
capacity. She shares lots of information about health and how to care for specific issues with pets. That page
also has a lost pets section that is very successful in reuniting owners with their beloved pets.
Julia was involved a few years ago in the Pom Posse. The Pom Posse was a group of ladies in her area that tried
for weeks to trap a Pomeranian that was running loose. The word spread about this poor dog, so a group of
folks decided to do something about it. They took turns baiting the trap and checking it. After a couple weeks
they finally caught the pup. Julia took charge and took her to the vet. They named her Lilith. They decided she
was not a Pomeranian but a Spitz. Julia fostered her and decided after all the time she had invested and lost
sleep, Lilith was staying with her. That same group spent a full 6 months trying to trap an elusive beagle, whom
they named Bacon because every morning around 1:30 a.m. He would go to the local Waffle House and the
manager would give him bacon. They finally trapped him in a tennis court at the Olive Branch Park and he made
his final home with one of the rescuers.
Congratulations to Julia Baker Bell, June Coordinator of the Quarter!
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NBRAN Officers

Do you want to share your pictures or story?

Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, whcanney@yahoo.com
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie wanbran@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney whcanney@yahoo.com
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com
Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com
Yvonne Mehlenbacherr Yvonne.nbran@gmail.com
Lora Smith Hawaii18797@gmail.com
Jessica Stevenson jessica@thesouthernway.com

Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
and email your story and pictures. We love sharing your story and pictures about the newest
member of your family!

Social Media Team

Kim Perez keperez00@gmail.com
Carol Chimera wolfrunbrittanys@gmail.com

Rescue Groups training or
issues Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Design - Kelly Killeen kak0402@optoniline.net

Microchips

To Order info@nbran.org

Online Store

Sofia Evangelista sofevangelista@gmail.com

Transportation coordinator
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
Helen Tostevin htostevin@yahoo.ca

Web team Development

Want to get involved? Let us know if you would be
willing to help with ideas and design.

Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and want to
report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for a confidential means
of doing so.

Go to www.NBRAN.ORG and see how you can become
more involved in Brittany Rescue. Foster, transport
help, financial assistance, home visits, or vet checks,
there are many ways you can help. Volunteer now and
make a difference!

Intakes

Placements

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328
361
313

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314
371
349

2017

296

2017

227

2018

341

2018

278

2019

371

2019

315

Through May 29

127

Through May 29

116
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